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Ben Reilly: Spider-Man - J. M. DeMatteis 2022-09-13
"In the proud tradition of SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN, journey back in time to another sensational era of
Spidey storytelling -- for a brand new tale starring Peter Parker's clone Ben Reilly, set during his first stint
as Spider-Man! When a mysterious figure from the past crawls his way back into Ben's life, does the
foreboding Ravencroft Institute hold the key to their identity? And after five years lived on the road,
followed by the madness of the Clone Saga, can Ben truly handle what it means to be Spider-Man? Written
by legendary scribe J.M. DeMatteis with kinetic art by David Baldeâon, BEN REILLY: SPIDER-MAN returns
readers to a tumultuous time in comic books -- when Ben Reilly, not Peter Parker, was the one true SpiderMan!"--Amazon.
Gamora - 2016-10-11
Everyone knows that she's the deadliest woman in the galaxy - now find out how Gamora earned that
reputation! From the strange tale of her first encounter with Pip the Troll, follow Gamora through her early
adventures at the side of Adam Warlock. Learn why she was raised by Thanos to tackle Adam's dark side,
the Magus! Then join Gamora,Warlock, Captain Marvel, Spider-Man, the Thing and the Avengers in one of
the greatest cosmic epics of all-time, waging war on the Mad Titan himself! It's a saga of secrets and
sacrifice that shows exactly why Gamora will one day be destined to Guard the Galaxy! COLLECTING:
STRANGE TALES (1951) 180-181; WARLOCK (1972) 9-11, 15; AVENGERS ANNUAL 7; MARVEL TWO-INONE ANNUAL 2
Silver Surfer - J. Michael Straczynski 2008-07-23
For untold years Norrin Radd has surfed the galaxy, exploring the darkness between stars, witnessing the
rise and fall of vast civilizations. Now his ride is about to come to an end. It starts with a small spot - a
blemish that will spread until he is no more. Until then, the Silver Surfer would undertake his final voyage to the one destination that has always eluded him. His journey starts where it began. Guest-starring the
Fantastic Four! Collects Silver Surfer: Requeim (2007) #1-4.
Infinity - Jonathan Hickman 2014
The outbreak of war on two fronts: Earth and Space, with our heroes torn between them! Plus, the world
shattering return of Thanos! Collecting Infinity #1-3, Avengers #18-20, New Avengers 9-10
Devil's Reign: Villains for Hire - Clay McLeod Chapman 2022-08-30
In the wake of Mayor Wilson Fisk's declaration of war in the pages of DEVIL'S REIGN, New York City is on
a razor's edge. And there's only one force fighting for the rule of law in the chaos: Fisk's Thunderbolts!
They may strike like lightning...but is what they're delivering truly justice? COLLECTING: Devil's Reign:
Villains for Hire (2022) 1-3, TBD
Marvel Masterworks - 2010-05-12
The Silver Surfer, the Sentinel of the Spaceways, has betrayed Galactus to save the Earth, but now he is
trapped there! In his breakout series, the Silver Surfer is a misunderstood alien doing his best to protect
humankind from whatever threats abound! See: the first appearances of the Badoon and Mephisto!
Witness: the manipulations of Loki! Experience: the threats of Quasimodo, the Overlord, and the Stranger!
All this, and the origins of the Silver Surfer! Guest-starring Thor and the Fantastic Four!
Silver Surfer Epic Collection - Ron Marz 2017-05-24
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Collecting Silver Surfer (1987) #51-66, Annual #4; material from Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #69,
93-97. To Infinity and beyond! Follow the sentinel of the spaceways into a Marvel Universe-spanning cosmic
extravaganza against the Mad Titan Thanos - who wears the Infinity Gauntlet! Drax battles Firelord, the
Surfer fights the Rhino and Thanos forces Norrin to get introspective! But is this dimension big enough for
the ultimate duel between the Silver Surfer and the Mad Titan? When the dust settles on Earth, the Surfer
heads back into space, only to face Midnight, the Inhumans and the Collector! But how will that lead to him
coming face to face with...Captain Mar-Vell? Plus, the Surfer faces the undead, joins Mr. Fantastic on an
emergency mission, and takes on the Guardians of the Galaxy in the 26th century! And Nova goes solo!
Avengers Vs. Thanos - Jim Starlin 2014-10-29
Collects Iron Man (1968) #55; Captain Marvel (1968) #25-30; Marvel Feature (1971) #12; Daredevil
(1964) #105-107; Captain Marvel (1968) #31-33;Avengers (1963) #125; Warlock (1972) #9-11, 15;
Avengers Annual (1967) #7; Marvel Two -In-One Annual #2; material from Logan's Run #6. See Thanos's
bid to become a god and lay siege to Earth, with only the Avengers able to stop him.
Thanos - Ron Marz 2015-11-11
The Silver Surfer - Jim Starlin 1993
Batman: Night of the Owls (The New 52) - Various 2013
As evil spreads across Gotham City, Batman's allies, including Red Robin, Batwing, Robin, Batgirl, the Birds
of Prey, Nightwing and even Catwoman find themselves in a battle coming from all sides. The Court of Owls
have shown their hand, and it's up to the collective effort of these heroes, some more unlikely than others,
in this sprawling tale of corruption and violence. This epic springs from the pen of Scott Snyder, New York
Times bestselling author of BATMAN: COURT OF OWLS, BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN
VAMPIRE, as well as creators Judd Winick, David Finch, Peter J. Tomasi, Pat Gleason, Tony Daniel, Scott
Lobdell, Duane Swierczynski, JH Williams III, Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray! BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE
OWLS collects ALL-STAR WESTERN #9, BATMAN #8-9, BATMAN ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT #9, BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #9, BATGIRL #9, BATWING #9, BIRDS OF PREY #9,
NIGHTWING #8-9, BATMAN AND ROBIN #9, CATWOMAN #9 and RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #9
Silver Surfer Epic Collection - John Byrne 2015-11-18
Thanos Vol. 1 - Jeff Lemire 2017-06-28
Collects Thanos #1-6. Thanos, possibly the most diabolical individual in the Marvel Universe, is back  and
hes out for vengeance on all who would oppose him! Unfortunately for the Mad Titan, hes also heading
for an unexpected reckoning with his family. Take an ongoing walk on the dark side of the galaxy, and
follow the deadly trail of destruction left in the wake of Thanos! He is pure evil. He is unstoppable. And its
time for someone  anyone  to take him down.
Symbiote Spider-Man - Peter David 2020-08-12
Collects Symbiote Spider-Man: Alien Reality (2019) #1-5. Turn back the clock to the days before SpiderMan discovered his symbiote suit’s true nature! Years ago, Peter Parker returned from the Beyonder’s
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Battleworld sporting a sleek, new black costume — with a dark and sinister secret! The “costume” was
alive, an alien symbiote that would one day become Venom — but even these stylish new duds won’t protect
him when the Hobgoblin, deadlier than ever, strikes! But where did Hobby get these uncanny new powers?
Hopefully Doctor Strange can answer that question — because reality itself depends on it! Dread
nightmares await as the mystery deepens and Peter’s world unravels — and the fate of the future lies in the
hands of the Symbiote Spider-Man! Peter David and Greg Land return for the next thrilling installment
woven between the classic issues of the Alien Costume Saga!
Silver Surfer Vol. 4 - 2016-10-18
The Surfer has taken Dawn Greenwood to the end of the universe, and now he's going to show her the most
fantastic planet of them all: Earth! It's your homeworld like you've never seen it before: with monsters,
magic and...a secret that will change everything! The perfect jumping-on point for the book everyone's
talking about! COLLECTING: SILVER SURFER 1-6
Silver Surfer - 2012-07-04
The quest that led to Infinity Gauntlet begins here! Back from the dead, Thanos is after the power to bring
the rest of the universe with him on a return trip! Can the Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer and others stop
the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality as a token of his affection for Death? Special guest-appearance
by the Impossible Man! COLLECTING: Silver Surfer (1987) #34-38, Thanos Quest #1-2 and material from
Logan's Run #6.
Silver Surfer Rebirth - Timothy Zahn 2022-07-12

Silver Surfer - 2012-05-23
Galactus has converted humanity into his followers, and he's leading them to their doom! The planetdevouring demigod's only challenger is the hero he himself trapped on Earth: the Silver Surfer. It's a war
for Earth's worship, but how much will be left when it's over? Plus: The Surfer must save his world and ours
from the planet-sized peril posed by the Enslavers! With guest appearances by the Hulk, Spider-Man,
Wolverine and more! COLLECTING: Silver Surfer (Epic) 1-2, Silver Surfer: The Enslavers HC
Thanos: The Infinity Siblings - Jim Starlin 2018-04-17
Jim Starlin and Alan Davis return in the first of a new trilogy! The Mad Titan has everything he ever wanted
- but satisfaction is not in Thanos' vocabulary. When a temporal distortion on Titan draws his attention, he
finds the purpose he's been searching for: saving himself! An old enemy lurks in the far future, and it'll take
the combined wits of Thanos, his brother Eros, and time-travel master Kang the Conqueror to stop it - and
save the multiverse. But there are other players in this cosmic chess game - and Thanos may fi nd himself
outmatched! What lies ahead for the so-called Avatar of Death?
Silver Surfer - Jim Starlin 2014-01-08
Collects Silver Surfer #34-38 & Thanos Quest #1-2. The quest that led to INFINITY GAUNTLET begins
here! Back from the dead, Thanos is after the power to bring the rest of the universe with him on a return
trip! Can the Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer and others stop the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality
as a token of his affection for Death?
Iron Fist: The Living Weapon - The Complete Collection - 2017-04-11
A one-of-a-kind kung-fu action epic directed by the inimitable Kaare Andrews! Danny Rand, Iron Fist, is
haunted by the consequences of choosing death over life. But when he receives a message from his mystical
homeland of K'un-Lun, he must return and relive his blood-soaked origin of betrayal and vengeance! The
mystical city will be reduced to ruins, while Rand Tower will face a hostile takeover -very hostile! With the
wolves at the door, and the villain behind it all terribly close to Danny's heart, will he be broken beyond
repair? Or can he summon up the will to once again render his shattered hands like unto fists of iron?
COLLECTING: IRON FIST: THE LIVING WEAPON 1-12
Silver Surfer - Stan Lee 1988
"The Silver Surfer must rescue Nova from the demon Mephisto, who has made her fall in love with the
planet-devouring demigod Galactus." --Amazon.com.
Silver Surfer Omnibus - 2020-05-05
Norrin Radd sacrifi ced himself to save his planet and his true love Shalla-Bal from the world-devourer
Galactus - but the price was servitude as mighty Galactus' herald, the Silver Surfer! Now, exiled on Earth,
the Surfer struggles to understand the beauty and humanity of mortal men, and nobly seeks to heal the rifts
that separate man from his brothers. Created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby in the pages of FANTASTIC
FOUR, the Silver Surfer embodies Lee's socially conscious writing and Kirby's mind-blowing cosmic
concepts - and here, he is joined by another creator who grants him a soul-wrenching humanity: the one
and only John Buscema! Experience staggering and unique tales as mankind is explored through the eyes of
an outsider. COLLECTING: SILVER SURFER (1968) 1-18; MATERIAL FROM FANTASTIC FOUR ANNUAL
(1963) 5, NOT BRAND ECHH (1967) 13
Taarna - Stephanie Phillips 2021-07-06
The legend lives! From the death of the last Taarakian and a collapsed universe, Taarna was born. Heavy
Metal's flagship character returns in a new tale of cosmic mystery and adventure. TAARNA, THE LAST
TAARAKIAN From the death of the last Taarakian and a collapsed universe, Taarna was born. Heavy
Metal's flagship character from the animated film returns in a new tale of cosmic mystery and battles
throughout the multiverse in her war against Kako, the embodiment of chaos. This is the story of a milleniaold battle between godlike beings, with all sentient life caught in their path. A new life begins for Taarna.
A Thing Called Truth #3 (Of 5) - Iolanda Zanfardino 2022-01-05
Our two unlikely travel companions reach the first stop of their journey: the Eternal City. Following their
guide, they embark on a riotous scavenger hunt for locations where famous movie scenes were filmed, only
to find that the last item may not have the happy ending they anticipated.
Infinity Gauntlet Omnibus - Jim Starlin 2020-09-29

Silver Surfer : Renaissance - Ron Marz 2022-10-05
L'une des plus célèbres équipes de créatifs des années 1990 revient chez Marvel pour une histoire inédite
de la Sentinelle de l'Espace. Ces auteurs populaires signent également une renaissance incroyable : celle
de Mar-Vell, le Captain Marvel d'origine ! Attendez-vous aussi à retrouver des invités de marque tels que
Nebula, le Valet de Coeur et, bien entendu... Galactus, le créateur du Silver Surfer. Tout commence avec le
vol du Joyau de la Réalité, que Warlock avait confié au Titan Fou. Les textes sont signés Ron Marz (DC
versus Marvel, Justice League Endless Winter) et les dessins Ron Lim (Infinity War, Thanos). [CET ALBUM
CONTIENT LES ÉPISODES SILVER SURFER REBIRTH (2022) 1 À 5.]
Infinity Gauntlet - 2011-09-28
It's the Avengers, the New Warriors, the X-Men and more against the omnipotent Eternal, Thanos! The Mad
Titan has become the most powerful being in the universe, and enslavement or destruction may be the only
choices he gives it! The successive Starlin sagas that shook space and time start here!
Thanos - 2013-11-26
After decades of malevolent misdeeds and vile villainy, could the Mad Titan be attempting to redeem
himself? Scorned by his paramour Death and changed by his recent battles with the universe's cosmic
powers, Thanos may have just decided to turn over a new leaf. But in order to make good on his vow,
Thanos must face the world devourer Galactus, the all-consuming universal Hunger, the unimaginably
powerful Beyonder, and the unknown threat of the Fallen One! Most of the universe doubts Thanos'
sincerity, but a handful of uneasy allies support him: Adam Warlock, Pip the Troll, Gladiator and Star-Lord.
Witness Thanos' cosmic struggle for repentance...but ask yourself, what dire fate awaits the universe if he
fails? COLLECTING: Thanos 1-12
Silver Surfer by Slott and Allred Omnibus - Dan Slott 2022-11-29
Anywhere and everywhere -- hang on! Dan Slott and Michael Allred take the Sentinel of the Spaceways on
his wildest ride yet -- with a very special companion! Meet Dawn Greenwood, the Earth girl who's enabled
the Silver Surfer to see the universe with all-new eyes -- and push its boundaries like never before! But that
way leads to incredible dangers -- like the Never Queen, Warrior One and Jumbonox the Giganormous!
From perfect planets to wrathful warriors, from the end of reality to an all-new beginning, they'll travel the
length and breadth of space and time...and beyond! But what could ever make Norrin Radd willing to once
again serve Galactus? Slott and Allred weave a cosmic-powered story of triumph, tragedy and boundless
imagination -- including the 2016 Eisner Award-winning story "Never After"! COLLECTING: Silver Surfer
(2014) 1-15, All-New Marvel Now! Point One (2014) 1 (Silver Surfer Story), Silver Surfer (2016) 1-14
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stranger feared by many. Only the High Evolutionary understands his true potential, but the Evolutionary's
mysterious grand design may cost the Surfer everything and change the cosmic balance forever! He's
traded blows with Thor and matched wits with Mephisto - but can the herald of Galactus survive the
judgment of Norrin Radd, the man within the Silver Surfer? It's a character-defining epic showing the Silver
Surfer as you've never seen him before, brought to you by "Planet Hulk" writer Greg Pak and DARK
WOLVERINE artist Stephen Segovia. Collecting SILVER SURFER (2011) #1-5.
Silver Surfer Epic Collection - Ron Marz 2020-09-09
Collects Silver Surfer (1987) #76-85, Silver Surfer Annual (1988) #6, Silver Surfer/Warlock: Resurrection
(1993) #1-4, Secret Defenders (1993) #9-10. To INFINITY CRUSADE —and beyond! The Silver Surfer must
aid the Jack of Hearts, survive an encounter with Nebula and face the Kree double threat of Captain Atlas
and Doctor Minerva! Meanwhile,it’s a battle of Galactus’ heralds as Morg and Terrax clash! They both want
the same ax — but whose hands will it end up in? Plus: The Sentinel of the Spaceways joins Adam Warlock
and the Infinity Watch in Mephisto’s clutches in a tale written and drawn by cosmic maestro Jim Starlin!
But why is the Surfer joining the Secret Defenders alongside Doctor Strange, Thunderstrike and War
Machine? And when the Goddess’ Infinity Crusade divides the Marvel Universe, the Surfer must power up
— with potentially explosive results!
Usagi Yojimbo #27 - Stan Sakai 2022-03-16
Usagi and Yukichi come upon a young woman, Shizuye, praying at a shrine to a girl murdered fifty years
ago by her married lover. Shizuye is in the same predicament, and Usagi and Yukichi take it upon
themselves to become her protectors. However, all is not what it seems as the local priest warns them to
beware of ghosts in the area.
Nocterra Special: Blacktop Bill - Scott Snyder 2022-01-05
“HALL OF MIRRORS” Behold the book of Blacktop Bill. In the wake of the first arc’s explosive finale, the
origin of NOCTERRA’s most terrifying creature will at last be revealed in this special one-shot issue!
Witness the horror that awaits our heroes as SCOTT SNYDER and legendary artist DENYS COWAN present
a penny dreadful you won’t soon forget.
Infinity Crusade Vol. 2 - Jim Starlin 2009-01-21
The Goddess has half of the Marvel Universe on her side, but if she doesn't get her way, she's ready to
destroy all of it! The Fantastic Four, the Avengers, the Defenders, the X-Men, X-Factor, X-Force, the New
Warriors, and more are turned against each other in her cosmic inquisition, and while Adam Warlock seeks
answers within, could an even bigger crisis loom if ultimate power is stolen by...Pip the Troll?! Plus,
mayhem on Monster Island and a Drax/Thor grudge match - Destroyer against Thunderer! Collects Infinity
Crusade #4-6, Warlock Chronicles #4-5, and Warlock and the Infinity Watch #20-22.
Infinity War - Jim Starlin 2014-02-12
Collects Infinity War #1-6, Warlock and the Infinity Watch #7-10 & Marvel Comics Presents #108-111.
When evil dopplegangers of the Marvel heroes appear, it's all-out war! Why has Magus unleashed them on
an unsuspecting world? And is the heroes only hope Thanos?! Plus, will the Infinity Gauntlet swing the tide
of the war?

Death has released Thanos from her cold embrace, and he plans to repay her by murdering half the
universe! But even as the Mad Titan gathers the six Infinity Gems from across the galaxy, assembling them
into the Infinity Gauntlet and gaining truly godlike powers, a host of heroes gather to oppose him including the Silver Surfer, Adam Warlock, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer, Doctor Strange and the Hulk!
Even with Doctor Doom, Galactus and the universe's cosmic powers aiding them, can Marvel's mightiest
possibly prevail against Thanos the all-powerful? The fan-favourite cosmic event is collected in its entirety!
Collecting: Silver Surfer (1987) 34-38, 40, 44-60; Thanos Quest (1990) 1-2; Infinity Gauntlet 1-6; Cloak &
Dagger (1988) 18; Spider-Man (1990) 17; Incredible Hulk (1968) 383-385; Doctor Strange, Sorcerer
Supreme (1988) 31-36; Quasar (1989) 26-27; Sleepwalker (1991) 7
Avengers Vs. Thanos - Joe Caramagna 2018-04-04
Collects Marvel Universe Avengers Assemble Season 2 #2, 11-12, 15-16 and material from #1. Featuring
screen-capture images from MARVELS AVENGERS ASSEMBLE SEASON TWO! The Avengers face the
machinations of the Mad Titan himself  Thanos! And you know he must be bad when even the Red Skull is
fleeing from him! Thanos seeks the cosmic Power Stone  but will the robotic Arsenal, built by Tony Starks
father, help keep it out of the Titans grasp? Thanos has targeted all the Stones necessary to form the
Infinity Gauntlet  and if he succeeds, hell have ultimate power in the palm of his hand! Black Widow has a
plan to save the universe  but it will take all of the Avengers to pull it off! Captain America and Iron Man
dont see eye-to-eye, but can they put aside their differences in time to come together for the final battle to
save everything?
The Thanos Quest - Jim Starlin 1990
Silver Surfer - 2008-06-25
The Silver Surfer delves alone into the furthest depths of the void - tangling with organ-stealing pirates,
demonic beasts, and a race of alien aristocrats. Everyone's favorite Cosmic Wanderer discovers that even in
the midst of a galactic utopia, horror is never far away. Featuring electrifying artwork by the dynamic Tan
Eng Huat (Doom Patrol, Batman) and an endlessly inventive script by Simon Spurrier - the writer behind
the sold-out Gutsville! Collects Silver Surfer: In Thy Name #1-4.
Silver Surfer Epic Collection - J.M. Dematteis 2019-05-22
Collects Silver Surfer (1987) #123-138, #-1 And Annual 97. A new beginning! The Silver Surfer is back on
Earth, but the world hes returned to is not the same one he left. The Fantastic Four and Avengers have
fallen to Onslaught  and with the Surfer cut off from his memories and emotions, can he even grieve for
them? Perhaps he can with the aid of the first Earth woman who taught him compassion: blind sculptor
Alicia Masters! A brutal battle against the rampaging Hulk leads to an eye-opening encounter with Doctor
Strange  but as Alicia and the Surfer begin a journey through time and space, mind and soul, can the
Surfer cope with the return of a longforgotten foe and a startling revelation about his home planet, ZennLa? Or will the demonic Mephisto finally claim his silver soul? Guest-starring Spider-Man, Daredevil and
Alicias father, the villainous Puppet Master!
Silver Surfer - 2011-09-07
A new beginning for the Silver Surfer! The Sentinel of the Spaceways walks the Earth once more, a
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